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How to boost exports without increasing costs? +Info

News
Business agreements: 
India, Finland to explore solar energy applications for oil & gas projects +Info
India and Mauritius sign memorandum of understanding on electoral cooperation +Info
India, Germany to spend €3.5 m each on research, innovation +Info

Automotive:
Carmakers plan to invest Rs 11,000 cr to expand capacity, counter slowdown +Info
Audi zooms past BMW as number one player in Indian luxury car space +Info
Diesel cars to remain on top despite petrol prices catching up +Info
India emerging as an export hub for SUVs +Info

Finance: 
More cheer on deficit front  +Info
With RBI nod, country’s first mortgage guarantee company to get going soon +Info
Rural bank norms may stump new aspirants +Info
RBI tightens priority lending rules for foreign banks +Info

Industry:
Rs 1000-cr proposal for setting up mobile, electronics plants +Info
Indian gems and jewellery market worth $ 30.1 billion +Info
Now, single-window clearance for filmmakers  +Info
Leather goods makers plan cattle farming to beat shortage +Info

Infrastructure:
Govt clears new dispute resolution mechanism for road sector +Info
Rs 82.33 cr for upgradation of national highways +Info

IT:
Australian insurer QBE shifts 100 IT jobs to India +Info
Changes in H1B visas to affect Indian IT firms  +Info

Renewable energy:
TN plans Rs 7,000 cr underground hydel power station +Info
India Plans Subsidies to Boost Solar-Power Sector +Info
Tata Power to set up 28.8-MW solar plant in Maharashtra +Info
BHEL to develop hybrid system for renewable energy +Info
Oil India commissions 54-MW wind turbine plant in Rajasthan +Info

Pharma & Health:
Domestic drug market to grow by 13 per cent in 2013 +Info
Overseas warehouses to reduce cost of pharma export from Gujarat +Info
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 MAURYA EMPIRE
The  Maurya  Empire  was  a
historical  power  in  ancient  India,
ruled by the Mauryan dynasty from
322 to 185 BCE. This Empire was
originated  from  the  kingdom  of
Magadha  (modern  Bihar).  The
empire  had  its  capital  city  at
Pataliputra (modern Patna).
 
The  Empire  was  founded  in  322
BCE  by  Chandragupta  Maurya,
who  had  overthrown  the  Nanda
Dynasty and rapidly expanded his
power  across central  and western
India  taking  advantage  of  the
disruptions  of  local  powers  in  the
wake  of  the  withdrawal  westward
by  Alexander  the  Great's  Greek
and Persian  armies.  By  320 BCE
the  empire  had  fully  occupied
Northwestern  India,  defeating  and
conquering  the  satraps  left  by
Alexander. The empire stretched to
the  north  along  the  natural
boundaries of the Himalays, and to
the east stretching into now Assam.
To the west,  it  conquered beyond
modern  Pakistan,  annexing
Balochistan, south eastern parts of
Iran  and  much  of  Afghanistan,
including  the  modern  Herat  and
Kandahar  provinces.  The  Empire
was  expanded  into  India's  central
and  southern  regions  by  the
emperors  Chandragupta  and
Bindusara, but it  excluded a small
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BSNL 2G plans may take off countrywide +Info
New mobile players on a comeback trail +Info

Upcoming Events
Fairs:
Trade Fairs in India +Info

Economy
FDI:
Rejig of FDI policy in offing +Info
Telecom, defence to lead FDI drive, govt may allow foreign companies to hold at least 49% equity +Info

Norms & Regulations:
DAC approves new Defence Procurement Policy  +Info
Government eases norms to attract foreign investors +Info

GDP:
India will return to 8% growth in 2 years: Chidambaram  +Info

Import-Export:
India should be member of multilateral export control regimes: US +Info
India signs pact with China to boost handicraft exports +Info
Exports up 7% in March, most in 13 months +Info

SEZ:
Relaxed SEZ norms will benefit small IT units, says Nasscom +Info

Inflation:
Retail price inflation to remain in double digits in 2013 and 2014 +Info

portion  of  unexplored  tribal  and
forested  regions  near  Kalinga
(modern  Odisha),  until  it  was
conquered by Ashoka The Great. 
The  population  of  the  empire  has
been estimated to be about 50-60
million making the Mauryan Empire
one of the most populous empires
of the time and the largest ever in
the Indian subcontinent.
 
Under  Chandragupta  and  his
successors,  internal  and  external
trade,  agriculture  and  economic
activities, all thrived and expanded
across India thanks to the creation
of a single and efficient system of
finance,  administration  and
security.  Ashoka,  Chandragupta's
grandson, who was also known as
Ashoka The Great,  was a brilliant
commander  who  crushed  several
revolts.  As  monarch  he  was
ambitious  and  aggressive,
re-asserting  the  Empire's
superiority in southern and western
India.  But  it  was  his  conquest  of
Kalinga  which  proved  to  be  the
pivotal  event  of  his  life.  Although
Ashoka's  army  succeeded,  an
estimated  100,000  soldiers  and
civilians  were  killed  in  the  furious
warfare  and  many  more  were
adversely  affected  by  the
destruction  and  fallout  of  war.
When he personally witnessed the
devastation, Ashoka began feeling
remorse.  Eventually,  Ashoka
embraced  the  non-violence
teachings  of  Buddhism  and
renounced  war  and  violence.
Ashoka sponsored the spreading of
Buddhist  ideals  into  Sri  Lanka,
Southeast  Asia,  West  Asia  and
Mediterranean  Europe.  Over  40
years  of  peace,  harmony  and
prosperity made Ashoka one of the
most  successful  and  famous
monarchs  in  Indian  history.  He
remains  an  idealized  figure  of
inspiration in modern India.  
 
The  Dynasty's  decline  began  60
years  after  Ashoka's  rule  ended,
and  it  dissolved  in  185  BCE with
the  foundation  of  the  Sunga
Dynasty  in  Magadha.  The  Lion
Capital  of  Ashoka at  Sarnath  has
been made the national emblem of
India.

 

 "The biggest
Guru-mantra is: Never
share your secrets with
anybody. It will destroy

you!"

Chanakya
(c. 370–283 BCE, was an Indian
teacher, philosopher and royal

advisor)
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